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The Vomo SM Keeps Active Listeners In the Zone with New
Customizable Bluetooth Earbuds

Canada based CE firm, Western Leaf, introduces the latest contender in their line
of VOMO Bluetooth audio devices.

Calgary, Alberta - Western Leaf Electronics (http://wleaf.com) announces

an extremely mobile set of earbuds to their line of high quality audio devices,

the Vomo SM. These customizable, wireless earbuds can adjust to fit securely

inside the ear so users enjoy their favorite media or calls on-the-go without

the hassle of having them falling out. The interchangeable ear hoops and caps

guarantee users will find the fit that is best suited for their comfort.

The Vomo SM features HiFi audio and benefits from the latest 6th generation

CVC noise reduction technology. Using Bluetooth 4, the headset can quickly

stream quality audio from smartphones, laptops, tablets, or MP3 players.

With up to 5 hours of talking and

listening, VOMO SM's deep sleep

mode puts the buds into

hibernation when away from the phone, helping to extend battery

readiness for up to six months.  When connected to an iOS device,

a battery indicator will be displayed on the system, keeping users

informed on how much energy left on their buds.

VOMO SM offers a stylish lightweight design that's available in a variety of colors. The earbuds also provide

sweat-proof durability and the tangle free cable keeps things simple.

The Vomo SM earbuds are a new part of the VOMO series product-line that Western Leaf is concurrently

launching in North America and the Middle East. It's available for purchase on Amazon (http://

amzn.to/1fNR0ni), as well as select retailers in Middle East (including: http://tejuri.com, http://MarkaVIP

and http://souq.com)

About Western Leaf Electronics:
Western Leaf Electronics, Inc. (http://www.wleaf.com) began with the sole mission of providing user-focused

products, instead of blindly following ephemeral technology trends or competitive pricing models. Their

vision is to create products that truly enhance our lives and allow us to express our unique individuality and

intelligence. Through years of research and consumer feedback, they have launched their initial product-

line of tablets, speakers and smartphones. The company was established in 2003 in Toronto, Ontario (Canada)

and opened an office in Houston, TX (USA) in 2010, followed by a branch office in Dubai (UAE) in 2013.
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